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The high-frequency permittivity of composites consisting of a lattice of ferromagnetic wires is investigated.
Experimental results using free space or coaxial line microwave measurements are reported. It is shown that
the dielectric response is strongly dependent on the magnetic properties of the wires. Negative real permittivity
is observed over a wide frequency range for wires with circumferential magnetization, while a resonant
behavior is observed on wires with an axially magnetized core. In addition, it is shown that a moderate external
field can induce large changes in the dielectric response. We prove that the underlying physics of these
composites made of oriented magnetic wires is basically the same as the giant magnetoimpedance~GMI!
effect. A model based on GMI equations is proposed which predicts this unusual dielectric phenomenon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The design of composite materials with attractive and new
electromagnetic properties has been an important issue for
years.1–3 A recent success that has focused great attention is
the experimental observation of materials with negative in-
dex at microwave frequencies4 and the demonstration of the
new possibilities opened by this class of materials.5,6 These
achievements have been possible by a prior understanding of
the way to design negative permeability using metallic
inclusions7 and negative permittivity from a lattice of con-
ducting wires. Other routes to negative index material have
been reported8 also using nonmagnetic conducting inclu-
sions. In the frame of a more general search to engineer the
spectral response of materials, composites made of highly
diluted finite-length nonmagnetic conductive fibers have
been shown to engineer the permittivity.9,10 In particular, it
has been established both theoretically10 and experimentally9

that the permittivity of diluted fiber-based materials is
strongly influenced by the skin effect. However, these studies
were restricted to the case of nonmagnetic fibers. The use of
conductive nonmagnetic inclusions to obtain permeability
levels different from unity is also known.11 In contrast, to our
knowledge, the use of magnetic materials to engineer the
dielectric response has never been considered. One purpose
of this paper is to demonstrate this possibility. For this pur-
pose, lattices of thin continuous wires are manufactured and
studied in the microwave range, and the spectral response is
investigated for different magnetic properties of the wires.

A now well-established class of high-frequency materials
is photonic band gap materials.2 A recent trend12 is to
achieve the adjustability of these materials. This is usually
done using an electric-field-driven material or electronic
component. Another purpose of this paper is to demonstrate
a large adjustability of the dielectric response through an
external magnetic field of the class of composites considered
here. This contrasts with most results on tunable materials,

where it is common to tune the permeabilitym through an
external magnetic fieldH ~Refs. 13 and 14! and the permit-
tivity « through an electric fieldE, but not« throughH as
demonstrated here. We propose a model to account for the
behavior observed in these composites made of oriented
magnetic wires. We prove that the underlying physics has
strong connection with that of the giant magnetoimpedance
~GMI! effect.15,16 As a consequence, composites with engi-
neered or tunable dielectric response made from diluted
magnetic inclusions are at hand, using the strong theoretical
and experimental background in GMI on magnetic wires and
ribbons.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

A. Lattice of ferromagnetic wires

Amorphous glass-covered microwires~AGCW’s! have
been produced with our facility.17 These wires consist of a
10-mm ~CoFeSiB! amorphous core, covered by a
5-mm-thick glass shell. The static magnetic properties of
such microwires have been throughly investigated,18 and it is
well known that a key feature that determines the magneti-
zation distribution within the wire is the sign and magnitude
of the magnetostriction coefficient.19 Large internal strains
created by the outer glass shell on the magnetic core can lead
to a dominant contribution of magnetoelastic effects on the
anisotropy and domain structure. Three compositions were
manufactured with different Fe/~Co1Fe! ratios, in order to
yield small positive, small negative, and large positive mag-
netostriction coefficientls . The diameter are similar, and the
electrical resistivity is close to 130mV cm for all the wires.
The characteristics of the wires are summarized in Table I.

Hysteresis measurements are reported in Fig. 1. The mag-
netization is mainly along the wire axis for W1 and W3,
which is consistent with the positive magnetostriction coef-
ficients for these alloys. The hysteresis loop for W2 is con-
sistent with a large shell with circumferential anisotropy.
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Composite materials are manufactured by placing series
of parallel wires on 300 mm3300 mm polystyren foam
tiles, with equal in-plane spacingd between the wires~see
Fig. 2!. The foam tiles are 3.0 mm thick and can be stacked
in order to obtain a two-dimensional~2D! array of parallel
wires. The permittivity of the foam is within 5% of unity.
The permeability and permittivity of these materials in the
2–18 GHz range are determined from reflection-transmission
measurements in free space. The experimental setup20 is
comprised of two microwave horns with Teflon lenses. The
illuminated area is a disk with a characteristic diameter of
10–20 cm, depending on the frequency. A 25-cm-diam cir-
cular mask made of radar absorbing material suppresses any
parasitic illumination of the edges of the plate under inves-
tigation. The experiment is therefore essentially representa-
tive of the response of infinitely long wires, as in similar
experiments,21 though the distribution of the electric field is
not uniform on the sample. Although parallel wire grids have
already been studied,22,23 no lattice of ferromagnetic wires
has been investigated to our knowledge yet. For the polar-
ization with theE field normal to the wires,« and m are
found to be close to unity, within the precision measurement,
which is about 5%. This is because the interaction ofE with
the wires is negligible, and the volume fraction of permeable
material is too small to yield a significantm. The polariza-
tion of interest is indeed forE parallel to the wires.

In this polarization, permeability is found to be close to
unity and the quantity of interest will be the permittivity of
the composites all through the paper. The results for a com-

posite made of five tiles manufactured from wire W1 with
10-mm in-plane spacing are reported in Fig. 3. As the manu-
facture of such tiles is very long and delicate, measurements
were performed for a decreasing number of tiles in the stack,
assuming a composite thickness of 3 mm times the number
of tiles. Indeed, the permittivity was found nearly indepen-
dent of the number of tiles. For that reason, all subsequent
measurements were performed on one-tile-thick composites.
It is known that interface effects are not negligible in the
general case24 and the effective properties of a composite
should be defined only for a minimum thickness. But in the
present case, it seems that measurements performed on one
tile yield the proper order of magnitude and line shape.

The effect of decreasing the in-plane spacingd from 10
mm down to 5 mm is reported in Fig. 4. It appears that the
dielectric susceptibility«21 doubles when the surface wire
fraction doubles. The dielectric response exhibits a resonance
below 2 GHz. Negative permittivity is achieved in the
4.3–12 GHz range. The permittivity rises to values close to
unity at higher frequencies.

The spectral response of a composite tile made of wire
W2 with in-plane spacing of 10 mm is presented in Fig. 5.
The permittivity of a composite tile made with wire W3 and
in-plane spacingd510 mm is represented in Fig. 6. The

TABLE I. Ferromagnetic wire properties.

Wires Metallic core Total 4pM s ls

diameter (mm) diameter (mm) ~kG!

W1 9.5 15 7.5 Small positive
W2 10.5 14 6 Small negative
W3 9 16 18 Large positive

FIG. 1. Hysteresis curves of the microwires:~a! W1, ~b! W2,
and ~c! W3.

FIG. 2. 2D-wire lattice on the polystyren foam and polarization
of interest.

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of one and
five layers of W1 composite vs frequency in the 2–18 GHz range
measured in free space. MicrowaveE field is parallel to the wires.
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response differs from the two previous materials. For com-
parison purposes, a composite tile made with 10-mm-diam
copper wires and in-plane spacingd510 mm has been
manufractured, and the permittivity is reported in Fig. 7.

As all the wires have nearly identical geometrical and
electrical characteristics, the difference between the compos-
ites in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 should be attributed to the differences
in their magnetic properties. All these wires have soft mag-
netic properties, and they exhibit large magnetization
changes for small external applied fields~see Fig. 1!. As a
consequence, it is natural to investigate the response of these
composites under magnetic field and to search for the adjust-
ability of « through a magnetic field. However, measure-
ments under magnetic field are not easily done on 300 mm
3300 mm tiles with a free-space microwave measurement
apparatus and should rather be performed in a waveguiding
structure.

B. Tunable permittivity

A second type of microwave measurements was made us-
ing an APC-7 coaxial line. A 9-mm-long piece of wire W1 is
placed on a sample holder as sketched in Fig. 8. Small
grooves were machined in the internal and external conduc-

tors, in order to place the wire, and filled with indium. This
prevents the wire from being crushed when it is inserted in
the coaxial line. The wire is parallel to the microwaveE
field. There is no electrical contact between the ferromag-
netic core of the wire and the inner or the outer conductor of
the coaxial line, due to the glass cover. As the wire extends
from the inner conductor to the outer conductor, the mea-
sured properties are representative of free-space measure-
ments on samples with an infinite sequence of short chained
dipoles separated by a very small distance that correspond to
the glass thickness, with a horizontal spacingd that is of the
order of half the circumference of either the inner diameter
or the outer diameter of the line.

A staticHo field parallel to the wire can be applied, using
Helmholz coils. The reflection and transmission coefficients
through the samples are measured in the range from 1 MHz
to 6 GHz, using a network analyzer. The sample is then
described as the stacking of a composite material containing
a wire with an arbitrary thicknesse small compared to the
wavelength and of a Plexiglass ring with known permittivity.
The « and m of the composite is determined from theR/T
coefficients using the Fresnel equations. The permeability is
found to be close to unity within the 5% uncertainty mea-

FIG. 4. Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of a one-
layered sample of 5-mm-spaced W1 composite vs frequency in the
2–18 GHz range measured in free space. MicrowaveE field is
parallel to the wires.

FIG. 5. Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of a one-
layered sample W2 composite vs frequency in the 2–18 GHz range
measured in free space. MicrowaveE field is parallel to the wires.

FIG. 6. Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of a one-
layered sample W3 composite vs frequency in the 2–18 GHz range
measured in free space. MicrowaveE field is parallel to the wires.

FIG. 7. Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of a one-
layered sample Cu-wire composite vs frequency in the 2–18 GHz
range measured in free space. MicrowaveE field is parallel to the
wires. The metallic core diameter is 10mm.
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surements, as expected. A thickness cannot be attributed to
these planar composites. Nevertheless, the thickness permit-
tivity product e« is found to be independent ofe ~see Sec.
III !. As a consequence, vertical axes are labeled with the
producte«.

The permittivity obtained for wire W1 is represented in
Fig. 9 for static values of the field ranging from 0 Oe to 130
Oe. The results were checked to be reproducible and inde-
pendent of the magnetic history. The influence of the Plexi-
glass, which has a relative permittivity of 2.75, has been
suppressed. The permittivity is clearly changing with static
magnetic field. The permittivity exhibits a resonant behavior,
with some similarities with free-space measurements on the
W1-based composite of Figs. 3 and 4, but at a lower fre-
quency.

A similar experiment~see Fig. 10! was made with the
wire W2, which has a negative magnetostriction coefficient.
Slowly increasingHo really modifies the permittivity of the
composite. Negative permittivity of the composite can be
achieved in a variable range of frequency, depending of the
applied static magnetic field.

III. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Effective permittivity

Let us consider a composite made of a 2D lattice of infi-
nitely long parallel wires in a matrix with relative permittiv-
ity «m and relative permeabilitym512 j0. Let us consider
the properties of this composite for an incident propagation
vector and microwaveH field perpendicular to the wires and
incoming E field parallel to the wires. Let us suppose in
addition that the periodsd ~spacing! and e ~thickness! are
much smaller than the wavelength and that the filling frac-
tion of the wire, denotedf, is much smaller than unity. Ef-
fective medium theories are widely used to describe the mi-
crowave properties of composite materials,10 and the aim is
to determine the effective quantitiesme f f and«e f f of such a
composite. Different definitions of the effective permeability
and permittivity are found in the literature,7,25 and it has been
shown that the correct definition yielding effective quantities
that are consistent with the conventional expression of the
reflection and transmission coefficients should be26

«0«e f f5
^D&p

^E&V
, ~1!

m0me f f5
^B&V

^H&p
, ~2!

where^ &V corresponds to the average over the volume of the
periodical cell and̂ &p corresponds to the average over a
plane p normal to the incomingE vector. This result has
been established with the hypothesis that no conducting ele-
ment is present in thep plane. This condition is not met in
the present case, but it is believed that for the very low
volume fraction of metal considered here, this result is still
valid. Indeed, as the system is invariant for a translation
along the wire axis, the former definition reduces in that case
to

«0«e f f5
^D&V

^E&V
, ~3!

FIG. 8. APC7 sample with microwire inclusion in a Plexiglass
ring.

FIG. 9. Permittivity by thickness product of W1 composite vs
frequency in the range from 1 MHz to 6 GHz measured in the
coaxial line, for different values of a static magnetic field. Micro-
waveE and staticHo field are parallel to the wire:~a! real part,~b!
imaginary part.

FIG. 10. Permittivity by thickness product of W2 composite vs
frequency in the range from 1 MHz to 6 GHz measured in the
coaxial line, for different values of a static magnetic field. Micro-
waveE and staticHo field are parallel to the wire:~a! real part,~b!
imaginary part.
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m0me f f5
^B&V

^H&V
. ~4!

In the matrix, theE and D fields are nearly constant
within a periodical cell, andD5«0«mE. At the surface of the
wire, the componentEext of theE field parallel to the wire is
continuous. Let us introduce the impedanceZ of an isolated
piece of wire of lengthlwire , following the conventional
approach for the GMI effect. The present study is restricted
to the case where the impedance tensor of the wire is diag-
onal. Then we have

U5ZI5ZE E
Swire

JdS, ~5!

whereI is the current flowing in the wire andJ the current
density.

The wire is a conductor with dc resistanceRdc , conduc-
tivity s0, and sectionSwire :

J5 jvD ~6!

Eextl5 jv
Z

Rdc
RdcSwire^D&wire , ~7!

which is also written as

^D&wire5

s0Eext

jv
Z

Rdc

. ~8!

An expression ofEext as a function of̂ E&V is necessary
to derive«e f f . The incident electric field creates a current in
the microwire which generates a magnetic field.27 In a cylin-
drical coordinate system, this field is equal to

HW w~r !5

Iw

2pr
eW u , ~9!

where the current is given by

Iw5

Rdc

Z
s0SwireEext . ~10!

Let us apply the Maxwell-Faraday integral law to the contour
G, as sketched in Fig. 11:

R
G

EW dW l52 jm0vE E
S
HW dW S, ~11!

whereS is the surface outlined byG.
It is found that

E~r !5Eext1 jm0vE E
S
HW dW S. ~12!

Using Eq.~10!, the average of this electric field over a peri-
odic cell volume is

^E&V5EextS 11 jm0s0v f
Rdc

2pZ
AD , ~13!

whereA is a surface that only depends on the topology of
the lattice andf the volume fraction of wire defined by

f 5

Swire

Scell
5

pa2

ed
, ~14!

whereScell is the area of a periodic cell,a the wire radius,d
the spacing, ande the thickness of the periodic structure.A

can be approximated21 by taking into account the contribu-
tion of one wire only per cell and by supposing that the cell
is a square one with a periodd between the wires such as
d@a:

A5d2ln~d/a !. ~15!

The effective permittivity for a 2D lattice of microwires
can be deduced from relations~3!, ~8!, and~13!:

«e f f5~12 f !«m1 f
s0

jv«0

Z

Rdc
S 11 jv

m0s0f

2p

Rdc

Z
AD

.

~16!

Let us introducec0, the speed of light, andZ05120p, the
impedance of vacuum. If we note

v052pc0

Z

Z0lwire

Scell

A
, ~17!

whereZ/lwire is the impedance per unit of length of the wire,
it becomes

«e f f5~12 f !«m1 f
s0

jv«0

Z

Rdc
S 11 j

v

v0
D

. ~18!

HereZ/Rdc is the quantity of interest in the field of longitu-
dinal GMI. Its dependence with frequency, external field, and
bias current as a function of the characteristics of the mag-
netic wire has been studied extensively both experimentally
and theoretically.28,29 For a wire with uniform electric and
magnetic properties, the expressionZ/Rdc is given as

Z

Rdc
5

ka

2

J0~ka !

J1~ka !
, ~19!

FIG. 11. Description of the contour used for the calculation of
^E&V as a function ofEext .
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wherek, the wave vector, is equal to

k5A2 jvm0mus0, ~20!

wheremu is the circumferential permeability of the wire.

B. Comparison with other analytical models

Equation~18! shows that the behavior of«e f f is condi-
tioned by v/v0. Here v0 is the product of a geometrical
parameterScell /A by a factor 2pc0Z/(Z0lwire), which is
characteristic of the electrical microwave behavior of the
wire. Using the approximation~15! of A, it yields

v05

Z

Z0

2pc0

lwireln~d/a !
. ~21!

When v!v0 and for f !1, the inhomogeneities of the
electric field outside the wires can be neglected.^E&V
'Eext , as can be seen from Eq.~13!. The permittivity is
clearly associated with the GMI effect. Expression~16! re-
duces to

«e f f'«m1 f
s0

jv«0

Z

Rdc

. ~22!

Combining Eqs.~14! and~22! leads to the expression of the
producte«, which is independent ofe:

~«e f f2«m!e'
pa2s0

jvd«0

Z

Rdc

. ~23!

At this stage, it is interesting to compare the expression of
the permittivity given by Eqs.~22!, ~19!, and ~20! to that
previsouly established10 for a dispersion of nonmagnetic
wires with finite length. From Eq.~44! in Ref. 10, which is
based on effective medium theory, it can be shown that in the
approximation of wires with a length much larger than the
wavelength, the dielectric function is given by

«e f f'«m1

2

9

f

12 f

s0

jv«0

Z

Rdc

. ~24!

Equation~24! is similar to Eq.~22! with mu51, provided the
volume fractionf is replaced by2

9 f /(12 f ). As (12 f ) is
close to unity, the only difference lies in the factor 2/9 that
can be attributed to the difference between the two topolo-
gies. Reference 10 considers that ‘‘sticks are supposed to be
randomly distributed and oriented,’’ while we are consider-
ing infinitely long aligned wires. This accounts for a factor
1/3 in Eq.~24!. This remaining 2/3 factor in Eq.~24! comes
from the choice of a spherical shape to derive the polariz-
ability of the dielectric region in the frame of effective me-
dium theory~EMT! @see Eq.~43! in Ref. 10#. Thus, the EMT
approach leads to a very similar expression to that obtained
with our approach whenv!v0.

Now, whenv@v0, expression~18! reduces to

«e f f5~12 f !«m2

2pc0
2

v2
A

. ~25!

This equation is commonly written as

«e f f5~12 f !«m2

vp
2

v2
, ~26!

wherevp
2
52pc0

2/A is known as the plasma frequency. Us-
ing Eq. ~15! for A, we have

vp
2'

2pc0
2

d2ln~d/a !
. ~27!

This expression of the permittivity only depends on the ge-
ometry, and it is in agreement with previous works21,27 on
lattices of nonmagnetic wires with a strong skin effect@see,
for example, Eq.~7.69! in Ref. 27#. It is remarkable to note
that in this frequency regime, the addition of magnetic prop-
erties to the wires does not affect the composite permittivity.
In addition, the electric field outside the wire is very inho-
mogeneous, as can be seen from Eq.~13!. In any effective
medium approach, the description of the composite through
an effective permittivity is limited to the case where
2pc0 /d@v. Using the approximation~15! of A, the range
of validity of Eq. ~26! is 2pc0 /d@v/v0@1. This range of
validity exists provided that

Z0

Z

lwire

d
ln~d/a !@1. ~28!

IV. TUNABLE PERMITTIVITY MECHANISM

A. Structures of magnetization in the microwires

The permeabilitymu in this expression is the permeability
of the wire for a circumferentialH field excitation created by
the current flowing through the wire. It should not be con-
fused with the parallel permeability30,31 or the permittivity
normal to the wire axis. At the GHz frequencies considered
here, the only contribution tomu is the gyromagnetic perme-
ability, as opposed to the domaine wall permeability. The
available understanding of the magnetic domain structure in
AGCW’s allows a first evaluation of themu . The domain
structure in AGCW’s is governed by the built-in stress and
the magnetostriction coefficient of the amorphous alloy.16 In-
deed, the glass cover creates a large tensile stress in the
metallic part, and as a consequence the magnetic anisotropy
essentially results from the magnetoelastic contribution. For
negative magnetostriction alloys~W2!, this results in a shell
with a circumferential ‘‘bamboolike’’ domain structure@Fig.
12~a!#.

The structure of the core is still under debate.32 For posi-
tive magnetostriction alloys~W1 and W3!, the core is axially
magnetized and a thin outer shell has a more complex struc-
ture @see Fig. 12~b!#. The microwave response is governed
by the Landau-Gilbert equation33,34
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dm

dt
52gm3H1

a

m
m3~m3H!, ~29!

wherem is the magnetization,H the total magnetic field,g
the gyromagnetic ratio, anda the damping parameter.

B. Analytical model versus experiment

If the inner core structure of negative magnetostriction
wire W2 is neglected, it is clear from Fig. 12~a! that the
microwave magnetic field created by a current flowing
through the wire is parallel to the magnetization. Equation
~29! then shows thatdm/dt50, and as a consequence the
circumferential permeabilitymu is unity. In this case, the
wire behaves like a conducting nonmagnetic wire. Using Eq.
~18!, good agreement is achieved with the free-space mea-
surements on the W2-based composite as shown in Fig. 13.
The values of the fit are reported in Table II. It can be seen in

Figs. 5 and 7 that the W2 composite has a behavior similar to
the composite made of copper wires.

In the case of positive magnetostriction material, a rough
evaluation of the permeability can be made by ignoring the
outer shell and assuming that the core domain is oriented by
a uniform axial anisotropy fieldHa . The circumferential per-
meability can be deduced from the Landau-Gilbert equation
of motion ~29! and by introducing the proper demagnetizing
coefficients. It is given by16,35

mu511

g4pM s~g4pM s1gHa1 jaF !

g2~4pM s1Ha!Ha2F2~11a2!1 jgaF~4pM s12Ha!
, ~30!

where 4pM s is the saturation magnetization,a the damping
parameter,g.3 MHz/Oe the gyromagnetic ratio, andF the
frequency. The anisotropy field mainly arises from the mag-
netoelastic contribution. It is expected to be significantly
larger for the wire W3 than for the wire W1, since they have
similar ferromagnetic core and glass cover dimension that
yield similar stress levels and the magnetostriction is much
larger for W3.35

The behavior of the W3-based composite is compared in
Fig. 14 to the response predicted using Eqs.~30! and ~18!.
The computed values are obtained using the measured values
of the wire radius, saturation magnetization, conductivity,
and surface fraction. The best fit is obtained forHa

5200 Oe anda50.01. The permittivity of the W1-based
composite measured, Fig. 4, is compared to the prediction of
the model in Fig. 15. The best fit is obtained for aHa smaller
than for W3 composite, which is consistent with a positive
magnetostriction coefficient smaller for W1 than for W3~see
Table I!.

Good agreement is observed between the measurement
and simulation. This indicates that the GMI approach is rel-
evant to describe the permittivity of these composites. In
particular, the resonant behavior of the permittivity observed
in Figs. 3 and 4 around 4 GHz for the W1-based composites
is very well accounted for by our model. It should not be
ascribed to a finite-length dipole scattering effect, though it
has a similar line shape. The excellent agreement between
experiment and model obtained in Figs. 13, 14, and 15 sug-
gests that Eq.~3! is a satisfactory definition in the cases
investigated here, but we should keep in mind that the pres-
ence of too large currents may limit its validity, as discussed
in Ref. 26.

FIG. 12. Sketch of domain structure for Co-based wires:~a!
with negative magnetostriction,~b! with positive magnetostriction.

FIG. 13. Comparison between measured and calculated permit-
tivities in the case of W2~negative magnetostriction coefficient!.

FIG. 14. Comparison between measured and calculated permit-
tivities in the case of W3~positive magnetostriction coefficient!.
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The coaxial measurments of the W1 and W2 wires~Figs.
9 and 10! are not fully consistent with the free-space mea-
surements performed with the same wires~Figs. 3 and 5!.
These discrepancies may be attributed to the differences in
the composite sample geometry; though in both cases the
wires are excited by a parallel microwaveE field, in the
second case, infinitely vertical short dipoles sequence are
considered. They can also be attributed to a difference in the
magnetic domain structure due to the stress applied by the
inner and outer conductors on the wire and to edge effects.36

Indeed, it has been shown that the magnetic domain structure
is affected over several mm near the edges of microwires.37

These experimental results give evidence that the dielectric
response of these composites is controlled by the magnetic
properties of the wires.

The evolution of the permittivity with the bias magnetic
field in the coaxial line experiments can be explained quali-
tatively within our framework. The results in Fig. 9 obtained
with wire W1 are consistent with an axially magnetized wire.
The bias field adds toHa in Eq. ~30! and increases the reso-
nance frequency, and therefore shifts the«9 peak to higher
frequencies. In the case of Fig. 10, the magnetization is ex-
pected to change from mainly circumferential magnetization
with mu close to 12 j0 to an axial magnetization with large
mu . This should lead to large effects and, indeed, large
changes in« that are actually observed for moderate bias
fields. However, the complexity of the domain structure of
that wire, due to the edge effects and the stress effects due to
the sample holder, and also the capacitive effects due to an

imperfect contact between the coaxial line conductors and
the wire due to the glass shell, make it worthless to attempt a
simulation from a simple model such as Eq.~30!.

The understanding of diluted magnetic composites with
elongated inclusions is sufficient to predict that it is possible
to make such composites from wires, but also from thin fer-
romagnetic ribbons. For this configuration, the GMI ap-
proach is also quite developed38 and should be useful to de-
sign such composites. In the same way, the influence of a
stress exerted on the magnetic inclusions is well known on
wires and ribbons.39 For that reason, our approach should
also allow the design of composites with a permittivity tuned
by an external stress. As the volume fraction of magnetic
inclusions is very small, significant values of stress and of
adjustability should be achieved with very limited forces.
The results presented here may open new opportunities to
make new composite materials with engineered and tunable
dielectric responses. They also open opportunities for experi-
mental investigation of the GMI effect.

The dielectric response obtained with positive magneto-
striction wires exhibits resonance peaks that are not observed
in continuous nonmagnetic wires. Resonant features have
been reported in composites made of nonmagnetic conduc-
tive fibers of finite length9 or frequency-selective screens.23

They are generally associated with antenna effects: a conduc-
tive strip resonates when its electrical lengh is a multiple of
l/2. Possible diffusion or diffraction effects may be associ-
ated with this behavior. In the present investigation, the reso-
nance is not associated with an electrical length or a perco-
lation threshold, but with the intrinsic magnetic properties of
the wires. This leads to material that may be much easier to
manufacture in a reproducible way.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the properties of composites made of diluted
ferromagnetic wires have been investigated both experimen-
tally and theoretically. It has been shown that the dielectric
response is extremely dependent on the magnetic properties
of the wires. It had been previously established9,10 that the
permittivity of highly diluted wire-based materials is very
dependent on the skin effect, in the case of nonmagnetic
wires. Our results establish that the control of the skin effect
through the circumferential permeability of the wires is a
powerful way to engineer the dielectric response of this kind
of material. It is also possible to control the permittivity of
the composite through the application of an external mag-

TABLE II. Ferromagnetic wires parameters values: measured values and values used in Eqs.~18!–~20!
and ~30!.

Parameters d ~mm! s0 ~S/m! f e ~m! a Ha ~Oe! 4pM s ~kG! a(mm)

W2 measured 10 7.6e5 8.7e29 ? ? / 5.25
W2 model 10 7.6e5 8.7e29 / / / 5.25
W3 measured 10 8e5 6.4e29 ? ? 20 4.5
W3 model 10 8e5 6.4e29 0.01 200 20 4.5
W1 measured 5 7e5 1.13e28 ? ? 7.5 4.25
W1 model 5 7e5 1.13e28 0.01 15 7.5 4.25

FIG. 15. Comparison between measured and calculated permit-
tivities in the case of W1~positive magnetostriction coefficient!: ~a!
real part,~b! imaginary part.
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netic field. We derived the expressions of the effective per-
mittivity of this type of composite starting from our defini-
tion of the permittivity. Two regimes can be defined: in the
high-frequency regime, the permittivity of the wire-based
composite depends only on the topology of the composite.
This agrees with results already established for composites
made of nonmagnetic wires, and it further demonstrates that
this holds also for magnetic wires. Below this high-

frequency regime, we have established that the permittivity
is affected by the microwave circumferential permeability of
the wire and that the underlying physics is basically the same
as GMI. As the optimization of the GMI effect for a variety
of magnetic wires and ribbons has been reported, this may
lead to a rapid development of tunable negative index mate-
rials using arrays of magnetic wires or thin ribbons with a
large GMI effect.
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